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Executive Summary: 
Coty’s Story

In 2012, Coty Inc.—a global leader in beauty products—
expanded its presence in the Empire State Building by 
nearly 160,000 square feet, leasing Floors 16 through 19 as it 
consolidated its New York operations and U.S. headquarters 
into the tower. With this new space, it now occupied 320,000 
square feet on Floors 14 through 19, cementing itself as one 
of the property’s largest and best-known tenants.

1. EPMs are technologies and systems that aim to reduce energy use through efficiency and conservation. They are also 

frequently referred to as Energy Conservation Measures (ECMs).

2. Assuming zero escalation in electricity prices over the lease term and a 5% administrative fee per the terms of tenant’s lease.

3. The discount rate often used in capital budgeting that makes the net present value of all cash flows from a particular 

project equal to zero. Generally speaking, the higher a project’s internal rate of return, the more desirable it is to 

undertake the project. (See more: http://www.investopedia.com/terms/i/irr.asp)

4. The guides can be accessed at tenantenergy.uli.org.

5. Compared to American Society of Heating, Refrigerating, and Air-Conditioning Engineers (ASHRAE) 90.1 2007  

code requirements.

It was critical that Coty’s new space capture 
the company’s core values and culture. A lease  
in the Empire State Building was a great 
start: the 2.8 million-square-foot icon had just 
undergone major retrofit and repositioning, 
transforming it into a Class-A, high-performance 
building located in the heart of Midtown 
Manhattan at Fifth Avenue and West 34th Street. 
So when it was time to design and construct the 
first two floors of expansion space, Coty had 
three major goals: to increase energy efficiency, 
reduce costs, and ensure the best possible 
environment for its employees. 

Enter the Tenant Energy Optimization 
process—a proven, replicable approach that 
integrates energy efficiency into tenant space 
design and construction and delivers excellent 
financial returns through energy conservation. 
Working in partnership with building owner Empire 
State Realty Trust (ESRT) and a team of experts, 
Coty evaluated an integrated package of energy 
performance measures (EPMs)1 for Floors 16 
and 17. The chosen EPMs were incorporated into 
the space design to achieve substantial, cost-

effective energy savings and a superior workplace 
environment.

Over the term of Coty’s 17-year-lease, the 
project is estimated to provide energy costs 
savings of more than $716,148, a 328% return 
on Coty’s investment2, and a 44% internal rate 
of return (IRR)3. The projected payback: only 2.7 
years. The results were used to inform the next 
stage of build out for Floors 18 and 19, as well 
as future Tenant Energy Optimization projects by 
other tenants in New York City.

Coty’s project is part of a series of case 
studies aimed at presenting the energy and 
cost savings impact of high-performance 
tenant design. The case studies and companion 
resource guides4 provide the market a replicable 
model to expand the demand for high-
performance tenant spaces and supply of market 
expertise to deliver strong results from such 
projects. Spaces using this step-by-step design 
and construction process typically demonstrate 
energy savings between 30% to 50%5, have 
payback periods of three to five years, and 
average a 25% IRR.

The Tenant Energy Optimization process is a proven, replicable approach 
that integrates energy efficiency into tenant space design and construction 
and delivers excellent financial returns through energy conservation. 

What Is the 10-Step Tenant Energy Optimization Process? 
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Overview: Coty Project Information and Projected and Measured Performance

6. Differences in modeled projected design and M&V calibrated energy reduction may be attributed to baseline and 

assumption adjustments and actual energy use documented during the M&V process. 

Building Information   

Tenant Name Coty Inc.

Building Owner Empire State Realty Trust

Location 350 Fifth Avenue, Midtown Manhattan

Building Size 2.8 million square feet (102 floors)

Principal Use Class-A office with street-level retail

Construction Type Pre-World War II skyscraper (completed 1931)

Energy Retrofit Completion Date 2011

Coty Lease Term 17 years

Phase 1 Buildout (Floors 16 and 17) Projected Design M&V Calibration

Modeled Square Footage 80,000 square feet 80,000 square feet

Modeled Energy Reduction 32% 30.7%6

Annual Electricity Reduction 186,396 kWh 1.2 kWh/SF 243,449 kWh 1.5 kWh/SF

Total Electricity Savings over Lease Term 3.2 GWh 19.9 kWh/SF 4.1 GWh 26.0 kWh/SF

Incremental Implementation Cost:
     Energy Modeling Soft Cost:
     State Incentives: 

$144,200
$9,000
$39,582

$0.91/SF
$0.06/SF 
$0.25/SF

$144,200
$9,000
$39,582

$0.91/SF
$0.06/SF 
$0.25/SF

Adjusted Incremental Implementation Cost $113,618 $0.71/SF $113,618 $0.71/SF

Total Electricity Costs Savings over Lease Term $548,317 $3.44/SF $716,148 $4.49/SF

Electricity Cost Savings over Lease Term  
(Present Value) 

$371,893 $2.33/SF $485,723 $3.05/SF

Net Present Value of Project Investment $258,275 $1.62/SF $372,105 $2.34/SF

Return on Investment over Lease Term 227% 328%

Internal Rate of Return 32.1% 44%

Payback Period (with Incentives) 3.5 years 2.7 years

What Are the Benefits of the Tenant Energy Optimization Process? 

It generates an attractive return on investment (ROI)—Tenants using the step-by-step design and 
construction process typically have experienced: 
 Energy savings of 30 percent to 50 percent  
 Payback in as little as three to five years 
 An average annual internal return rate of 25 percent 
 

It provides a competitive edge—Companies with more sustainable, energy-efficient workplaces 
enhance their ability to attract, retain and motivate workers who are healthier, happier, and more 
productive.  
 

It is scalable and replicable—The process can provide energy and financial savings whether 
the tenant leases 2,500 or 250,000 square feet. Tenants and service providers who have gained 
expertise through implementation of the process have demonstrated that there is high potential for 
transferability beyond tenant office space to other property sectors.  
 

It is proven—Through measurement and verification, tenants are able to demonstrate and 
communicate energy and financial savings.  
 
 

It is environmentally critical—Energy use in buildings is the largest source of climate-changing 
carbon pollution and tenant spaces generally account for more than half of a building’s total energy 
consumption, making this process essential to improving the environmental performance of buildings 
and addressing global climate change.
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Who Is Involved in the Tenant Energy Optimization Process?

It is collaborative—The process connects the dots between tenants, building owners, real 
estate brokers, project managers, architects, engineers, and other consultants to create energy-
efficient workplaces. In this regard, the process reflects ULI’s longstanding tradition of bringing 
together professionals from a variety of real estate disciplines to improve the built environment.

Supply and Demand: The Role of the Broker, Tenant, Building Owner, and Consultants

Leasing brokers are influential tenant advisers during the pre-lease phase. If 
experienced in energy efficiency conversations, brokers can help tenants demand 
and understand building energy performance information during the site-selection 
process. Brokers who highlight case studies or examples of work representing tenants 
in the selection of high-performance spaces may gain additional clients.  

Tenants create demand for energy-efficient, high-performing space. Tenants 
also create demand for consultants who can advise them on how to reach their 
sustainability goals through the design and construction of energy-efficient space. By 
prioritizing energy-efficient space and working closely with their advisers, tenants can 
develop better workplaces to attract and motivate employees, attain recognition for 
sustainability leadership, and manage costs. 

Building owners supply high-performance buildings that help tenants meet their 
energy performance and financial goals. Real estate owners can gain competitive 
advantages by marketing energy-efficient buildings’ cost-saving energy and 
operations improvements to attract high-quality, sophisticated tenants. Tenants may 
prefer longer lease periods in highly efficient buildings that better align with their 
corporate environmental and social responsibility goals, provide financial benefits, and 
add recognition value. 

Consultants (e.g., architects, engineers, project managers, energy consultants, and 
contractors) provide the expertise to optimize energy performance and present the 
technical options and economic case for a comprehensive, cost-effective, and high-
performance space while meeting the tenant’s schedule and budget. Consultants 
offering these services may attract additional clients by demonstrating cost savings 
and other benefits to tenant’s business goals. 

Key steps for choosing a high-performing space include:
1. Select a leasing broker experienced in energy efficiency.
2. Convene a workplace strategy and energy performance optimization workshop.
3. Perform a financial analysis.
4. Assess high-performance space feasibility.
5. Meet with the building owner to discuss collaboration to improve energy performance.

Tenants Building  
Owners

Real Estate 
Brokers

Project 
Managers

Architects, 
Engineers, and 

Contractors

Energy 
Consultants
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Selecting an Efficient Base Building

Good:
 Building reports ENERGY STAR score
 Ongoing tenant-landlord energy efficiency coordination
 Landlord willing to allow submetered tenant space 

Better—includes all of Good, plus:
 Building ENERGY STAR score of 75 or higher
  Central building management system (BMS) with tie-in of tenant heating, ventilating, and air 

conditioning (HVAC) and lighting
  Building energy audit, ongoing commissioning activities, and energy capital projects completed
 Submetered tenant space with energy billed on actual usage 

Best—includes all of Better, plus:
 Subpanels to measure tenant lighting, HVAC, and plug loads separately
 Tenant energy management program (such as a dashboard) 

 

What is the building’s ENERGY STAR score? The EPA recognizes top-performing buildings 
that meet or exceed a score of 75. Even if a building has not achieved ENERGY STAR recognition, 
an owner that tracks and reports the building’s score may be more willing to collaborate on 
energy efficiency efforts than one who does not currently monitor energy performance. 

Is the space submetered, and is the utility billing structure based on actual use? What is the 
utility rate and average energy cost per square foot? A recent study found that submetered 
spaces save 21 percent in energy compared to spaces without energy-use information. 

What has the building done to improve and maintain energy efficiency and conservation, 
and when were the improvements installed? Buildings with excellent natural daylight, energy-
efficient windows and lighting, envelope walls, advanced equipment controls, and efficient HVAC 
equipment reduce tenant equipment and energy costs. 

Does the building have resources or programs to help with design, construction, and 
ongoing management of energy-efficient spaces? Request from ownership any design and 
energy efficiency criteria for the buildout of tenant spaces, recommended cost-effective energy 
measures with financial value analysis, or a building energy model for reference. Owner-provided 
resources are a starting point for sensible energy strategies and promote a collaborative 
relationship between the building owner and tenant. An existing energy model will reduce the 
upfront cost and effort of implementing the process. Experts can help identify opportunities for 
cost-saving lighting, outlet plug load, and HVAC opportunities throughout the lease term.

Questions to Ask the Building Owner
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Why Coty Chose 
the Empire State 
Building

One of the strongest drivers that persuaded Coty to take space in the Empire State Building 
is that the landmark recently underwent a major capital improvement program and retrofit, 
positioning it as one of the most energy-efficient buildings in New York City. 

A Collaborative Effort

When Coty signed its lease with the Empire 
State Building, the lease language required 
that the tenant implement specific EPMs that 
demonstrate an acceptable payback period. In 
Coty’s case, the lease required certain lighting, 
plug, and cooling EPMs that produce a five-year 
or shorter payback period.

Realizing that tenant participation is critical 
in achieving energy savings, ESRT began 
introducing this language in lease documents 
back in 2008 in order to reach its energy savings 
target. In fact, actions taken by tenants in the 
building would ultimately account for more than 
one-quarter of the anticipated energy reduction 
from the initiative. The innovative provisions 
ensure that the impact of the base building 
upgrades would be maximized across the 
tenant spaces, which account for the bulk of the 
building’s energy consumption.

The Empire State Building retrofit team also 
built a whole-building energy model for all  
102 floors; upon each lease signing, ESRT 
makes this model available to tenants to refer to 
in the design process. Although a new energy 
model must be customized for each space 
design, the base-building model saves time and 
money—engineers can better understand the 
building’s design and energy improvements, 
therefore reducing upfront energy modeling 
costs and enabling more accurate projections. 
By packaging the analysis to include current and 
future floor designs, further upfront soft costs for 

energy modeling savings were realized.
The entire Tenant Energy Optimization process 

emphasizes the importance of owner and 
tenant collaboration, particularly since tenant 
spaces typically account for more than half 
of a commercial office building’s total energy. 
Overall, the process has seen the strongest 
results and most significant savings when the 
landlord engages with the tenant in the process; 
openly shares the building’s energy information; 
and implements building-wide energy saving 
measures.

The collaboration between ESRT and Coty 
is one of the best examples of this partnership. 
The Empire State Building is now home to global 
tenants such as Global Brands Group7, LinkedIn, 
and Shutterstock, which have all gone through 
the Tenant Energy Optimization process with the 
support of ESRT.

In a recent survey8, 36% of facility, real estate 
and energy management executives said they 
were willing to pay a premium for space in a 
certified green building—a jump from 15% the 
previous year—and 28% planned to build out 
tenant space to high-performance standards, an 
increase from 18% in 2013. Project stakeholders 
can take advantage of the energy efficiency 
opportunity by gathering the right information 
and putting it in front of the right people at 
the right time during the tenant engagement 
and decision making process—the earlier the 
involvement, the more successful the project.

7. Formerly Li & Fung USA.

8. From the 2014 Energy Efficiency Indicator Survey conducted by Johnson Controls’ Institute for Building Efficiency. 

The survey can be found at http://www.institutebe.com/Energy-Efficiency-Indicator/2014-EEI-executive-summary.aspx.
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The Project’s Key Stakeholders 

The Tenant: Coty
Coty Inc. (NYSE: COTY) is a leading global beauty company with net revenues of $4.4 billion 
for the fiscal year ended June 30, 2015. Founded in Paris in 1904, Coty is a pure play beauty 
company with a portfolio of well-known fragrances, color cosmetics, and skin & body care 
products sold in over 130 countries and territories. Coty’s product offerings include such power 
brands as adidas, Calvin Klein, Chloé, DAVIDOFF, Marc Jacobs, OPI, philosophy, Playboy, 
Rimmel, and Sally Hansen.

The Building Owner: Empire State Realty Trust
Empire State Realty Trust, Inc. (NYSE: ESRT), a leading real estate investment trust (REIT), owns,
manages, operates, acquires, and repositions office and retail properties in Manhattan and
the greater New York metropolitan area, including the Empire State Building, the world’s most
famous building. ESRT is a leader in energy efficiency in the built environment.

Spaces included high-efficiency lighting (0.79 W/SF), 37% below ASHRAE allowable lighting levels.  
Photo by Timothy Schenck.
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Coty Integrates 
the Tenant Energy 
Optimization Process

Coty’s first lease, which encompassed 90,000 square feet on floors 14 and 15, was built out 
before Coty became aware of the Tenant Energy Optimization process. The process and EPMs 
discussed in this case study were implemented for floors 16 and 17, and informed the decision 
making for the next phase of construction on floors 18 and 19—demonstrating how the process 
is scalable, whether a tenant chooses to build out two floors or four. Floors 16 through 19, which 
are leased for a term of 17 years, consist of office space, meeting and conference rooms, studio 
space, IDF rooms, and a small data center. 

When it became clear that Coty would exercise 
its expansion option, the early developers of the 
Tenant Energy Optimization process approached 
the tenant’s leasing agent, Cassidy Turley9 
and asked if Coty would consider applying the 
process to its expansion space. The leasing 
broker contacted Coty project manager Gardiner 
& Theobald to make the case, demonstrating the 
importance of obtaining high-level buy-in early.

The Tenant Energy Optimization process was 
not a difficult sell: The Gardiner & Theobald 
project lead had participated in the process with 
Global Brands Group, another large tenant that 
selected the Empire State Building, and provided 
a positive review.

“The greatest value added to the client is 
that they literally save money,” says Gardiner & 
Theobald director of project management Tamela 
Johnson. “There’s no question.”

“In addition, they’re saving energy for our 
planet. Who doesn’t want to do that? Going 
forward, I will speak to all my clients about it 
now that I understand the process. It’s going 
to become easier and easier, and I think it will 
become the new industry standard.”

Johnson knew that the process could save 
Coty money and would not delay the normal 
project schedule. The opportunity was discussed 
with Coty’s executive management, and the 
decision was made to move forward with the 
Tenant Energy Optimization process. In fact, she 
was so confident about the process that she 
kicked off the first energy workshop by stating 
the objective, encouraging an open process, and 
letting the project group get to work immediately. 

9. Cassidy Turley subsequently merged with DTZ in January 2015, operating under the DTZ name; in September 2015, DTZ 

closed on the acquisition of Cushman & Wakefield and now operates under the C&W name.

Lesson Learned: Engage Early
The process was communicated with the tenant leasing broker early, who then relied on the 
advice of trusted third-party project manager Gardiner & Theobald, which had previously 
worked with Global Brands Group in the Tenant Energy Optimization process at the Empire 
State Building. Because of this, the process was not a difficult sell to Coty, and the partners 
were able to get executive-level buy-in early. 
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Selecting the Build-Out Team

The Coty Buildout Team 

Company Role

Gardiner & Theobald Project Manager

Gensler Architect

CFS Engineering Engineer

Lighting Workshop Lighting Designer

Wendy Fok Energy Project Director

Quest Energy Energy Modeler

Integral Group Energy Consultant

Skanska Costing Consultant

Benchmark Builders Contractor

Viridian Energy Energy Incentive Consultant

Empire State Realty Trust Building Owner

JLL Owner’s Representative

Step 1:  Select a team 

Step 2:  Select an office space 

Step 9: Execute the post occupancy plan 
 

Step 10: Communicate results

     PHASE I: PRE-LEASE

     PHASE III: POST-OCCUPANCY

     PHASE II: DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION

Step 3:  Set energy performance goals 
 

Step 4:  Model energy reduction options 
 

Step 5:  Calulate projected financial returns 
 

Step 6:  Make final decisions 
 

Step 7:  Develop a post-occupancy plan 
 

Step 8: Build out the space 
 

The 10-Step Tenant Energy Optimization Process 
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The process was kicked off with an energy 
design workshop in March 2012, which brought 
together the design and construction team that 
would be involved in Coty’s buildout. These 
groups worked in tandem to make sure all energy 
reduction strategies conformed to the goals and 
intent of Coty’s design.

During schematic design and the energy 
design workshop, Coty outlined seven important 
factors for its buildout, which aligned with its 
ultimate three goals of reducing energy demand, 
increasing efficiency, and ensuring the best 
possible environment for its employees:
1. Aesthetics: The buildout should take on 

a high-end appearance, especially where 
clients and spokespeople visit and confer. 
The mechanical system needed to be flexible 
enough to accommodate modern finishes, 
including flooring and hidden duct work.

2. Demanding Occupants: Ensuring the best 
possible environment for employees was a 

priority. Options that increase controllability 
and individual comfort were desirable. It was 
also important that the system behaved as 
occupants expect.

3. Acoustics: Noise was a major concern 
in the conference rooms, due to use of 
teleconferencing equipment with sensitive 
microphone pickups.

4. Open-Office Plan: Coty was moving to 
a primarily open-office plan. Although the 
space would consist of several closed 
offices and enclosed conference rooms 
that require acoustical privacy, the majority 
of employees would be seated in an open-
office configuration.

5. Windows: The windows are an attractive part 
of the space. Coty wanted to minimize the 
number of windows committed to mechanical 
intake and exhaust, and move air handlers 
closer to the core of the building if possible.

Base Building Parameters

Base Building (Shell): The base building provided a satisfactory building shell, ranging from excellent windows to good 
walls. Interior insulation of the walls would improve the envelope, but was unlikely to show a reasonable payback.

Base Building (Daylighting): The building configuration has good access to windows for daylighting, although low floor-
to-floor height was a challenge; no ceiling, white/reflective finishes, and interior light shelves could maximize daylighting.

Tenant Space Parameters

Plug Loads: The new open-office layout introduced more display screens than a typical office layout. The added plug load 
from these needed to be considered. A careful plug load survey should be completed to quantify plug loads and identi-
fy opportunities to reduce them. In particular, ENERGY STAR® office equipment should be purchased and video screen 
power usage should be minimized.

Lighting Controls: Staged lighting can be as effective as continuously dimming, but there were concerns about unde-
sirable aesthetics occupants (the appearance of fixtures being ‘burned out’ if the staging disrupts lighting patterns). For 
communication with the building energy monitor system, a single interface to the floor lighting control system could be 
a very effective way to gain visibility and monitoring of the entire system. The Empire State Building offered access to a 
preferred pricing contract for a lighting control system, although tenants are free to choose an alternative.

Lighting: Embracing low-ambient light levels with task lighting—provided as necessary for detail work—was an excellent 
approach to minimizing lighting energy. A watts-per-square-foot (W/SF) goal for installed lighting should be set to guide 
design, with 0.5 W/SF as a good initial goal.

Power Monitoring: Sub monitoring to break down power use by lighting, plug power, or HVAC, respectively, could be 
completed very economically provided good practice is followed and separate panels are used for each load type.

The accompanying Menu of Measures summarizes the energy efficiency measures that were 
discussed at the energy design workshop, providing a preliminary assessment of their first cost to 
implement and their savings potential.10

10. These assessments were roughly estimated at this stage of design; it is likely that as the design develops some measures 

may become prohibitively expensive while others may be able to be implemented for little or no cost if they are designed 

in from the beginning.

Setting Energy Performance Goals and Developing a Menu of Measures
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Coty’s Menu of Measures

Lesson Learned: Provide a Clear Economic Framework
Given the different expertise and talents of everyone involved in the project, it is essential to 
provide a clear economic framework that everyone can understand.

 Measure Cost to Implement Savings Potential Target Area

1 Low Lighting W/SF Low High Lighting

2 Maximize Daylighting Medium High Lighting

3 Light-Color Finishes to Maximize Daylighting Low High Lighting

4 Internal Lightshelves High High Lighting

5 Shades to Control Glare Medium Low Lighting

6 Dual-Technology Occupancy Sensor Control Medium High Lighting

7 Daylight Harvesting Control Medium High Lighting

8 Fume Exhaust System High Low HVAC

9 Dedicated Outdoor Air System Medium Medium HVAC

10 VAV System Low High HVAC

11 Low-Face Velocity Air Handler Low High HVAC

12 Displacement Ventilation/Cooling Medium Medium HVAC

13 Radiant Ceiling Cooling and Heating High High HVAC

14 Active Chilled Beams High High HVAC

15 Variable Airflow Diffusers Low Low HVAC

16 Fans (Ceiling or Personal Desk) Low Medium HVAC

17 Harvest IT Room Waste Heat in Winter Low Medium HVAC

18 Chilled Water IT Room Cooling Units Low High HVAC

19 CO2 Control of Outside Air Volume Medium High HVAC

20 Plug Load Control Low High Plug Loads

21 Capitalize on Building Control Assets Low Medium

The windows are an attractive part of the 
space. Coty minimized the number of windows 
committed to mechanical intake and exhaust. 
Photo by Timothy Schenck.

Purchase of high-efficiency equipment with an 
ENERGY STAR® label reduced equipment energy 
usage in office spaces and meeting rooms by 15%. 
Photo by Timothy Schenck.

6. Ventilation in Test Areas: In product test 
areas, a dedicated ventilation system should 
be used to minimize odors. By providing an 
exhaust system that pulls air from where fumes 
are generated, vapors could be captured and 
removed with minimal waste of conditioned air. 
Occupants should be able to easily turn the 
system off when not in use. If a high volume of 
outdoor air is required, Coty wanted use of an 

air-to-air heat recovery unit to minimize energy 
loss from exhausting odors.

7. Efficiency: A high-efficiency system was 
desired by both the tenants and ESRT.

With Coty’s objectives in mind, the project 
team put together base building and tenant 
space parameters, which formed the basis for 
the project’s energy performance goals:
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During design development, a predictive energy 
model11 was created using eQuest software, 
which modeled energy consumption and EPM 
results for Coty’s new office space; the model 

was modified to break out the 16th and 17th 
floors’ tenant electricity consumption only, and 
was calibrated using metered data gathered 
during tenant occupation.12

Modeling the Projected Energy Performance

Assumptions Present in the Modeling:

●● Windows: Operable windows will be open a 
negligible amount of time.

●● Density: The estimated density is 200 GSF per 
person, typical for this type of office space.

●● Occupancy: On a typical day, only 70% of 
the maximum occupancy will be present and 
working on the floor. Lower occupancy is 

generally due to offsite meeting, absences, and 
travel. The majority of occupants depart around 
5 p.m., with a few people staying until 6 p.m.

●● Lighting: Most lights are turned on at 7 a.m. 
and off at 5 p.m. On a typical day, 85% of 
the installed lighting is turned on (ignoring 
daylight harvesting controls but including 
occupancy sensors).

Lighting: Lighting power is typically a good indicator of occupancy patterns in office space, 
especially during traditionally unoccupied overnight and weekend hours. Lighting power is 
served by dedicated panels, which allow for simple breakout of consumption. Occupancy 
profiles, peak lighting power density, plug load, and HVAC fan schedules were adjusted such 
that modeling outputs match metered data profiles. Baseline lighting was estimated to be 1.1 
W/SF per local codes.

HVAC: HVAC on the Floors 16 and 17 was typical of commercial office design, consisting of 
variable air volume (VAV) air handlers serving VAV terminal boxes. Cooling coils were served 
by base-building, central-plant chilled water; however, fan energy was fed by tenant electrical 
panels. Heating was provided by perimeter radiators, fed by city-district steam, billed to the 
building owner. HVAC power was served by a combination of dedicated HVAC panels and 
individual circuits feeding VAV boxes, exhaust fans, and transfer fans from receptacle panels. 
Each were monitored separately.

IDF Rooms and Data Center: Several small IDF rooms were served by water-cooled 
packaged units. Additionally, Floor 17 contained a small data center cooled by computer room 
air-conditioning (CRAC) units, which were dual-coiled and served by both building chilled  
water and internal direct expansion (DX) coils. Modeling this operation accurately using eQuest 
software was not possible. Results from the energy model were used to estimate the influence 
of the IDF spaces on overall equipment and HVAC power and used to adjust schedules 
accordingly. 

Equipment Plug Loads: Plug loads included computers, copy machines, coffee makers, 
kitchen equipment, televisions, AV equipment, and other miscellaneous equipment. IDF room 
IT equipment power was also included in the overall reported plug load power, estimated at 
5W/SF in each IDF room.

11. There are three baselines shown in the energy model: the as-built baseline of the Empire State Building; an ASHRAE 

90.1-2007 baseline, which has been used for the majority of the savings calculations; and an ASHRAE 90.1-2010 baseline.

12. See Appendix A for detailed analysis.

At a Glance: Floors 16 and 17
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As part of the modeling process, the project 
team created several sets of measures, also 
known as “packages,” which account for the 
interactive effects of various EPMs and how they 
impact payback periods, IRR, and ROI metrics.

In order to understand the interactive effects of 
measures within a package, the model must be 
run through repeated cycles incorporating a new 
EPM with each run, a process called iterative 
modeling. The results of iterative modeling 
predict the cumulative effect of implementing 
a package of EPMs, which accounts for 
interactions between individual measures that 
may affect overall energy consumption. For 
example, a unit of energy saved by utilizing 
daylight harvesting cannot be saved again 
through high-efficiency lighting, thus iterative 
modeling would show less energy savings for 

this package of EPMs compared to modeling the 
measures independently.

The output of the model will provide estimated 
annual energy savings based upon the selected 
package of measures as compared to the 
modeled baseline scenario, which can be 
broken out into identified savings for both the 
tenant space and the base building systems. For 
example, certain EPMs may reduce the overall 
demand on the central building systems, including 
centralized conditioned air, steam, condenser, 
and chilled water savings. Depending on the 
utility billing structure in the lease, such savings 
are likely to accrue to the building owner (or be 
shared with all of the other tenants in the building). 
Savings from lighting, plug load, and server room 
EPMs typically benefit the tenant directly.

Comparing Coty’s EPM Packages

Daylighting sensors and photocells were installed 
on the perimeter spaces to reduce lighting 
requirements and increase occupant comfort 
when there is sufficient natural light. Photo by 
Timothy Schenck.

The Coty offices have a high-end appearance, 
especially where clients and spokespersons visit 
and confer. The mechanical system needed to 
be flexible to accommodate modern finishes, 
including flooring and hidden duct work. Photo by 
Timothy Schenck.

Energy Measure Least Energy 
Reduction

Moderate Energy 
Reduction

Significant Energy 
Reduction

High-Efficiency Lighting + + +

Daylight Harvesting + + +

High-Efficiency VAV HVAC Units + + +

Demand Controlled Ventilation + + +

Eliminate Noise Traps from VAVs + + +

Plug Load Reduction (ENERGY STAR®) + + +

Plug Load Management (Occupancy Sensor Strip Plugs) + +

Plug Load Management (NightWatchman Software) + +

Low-Velocity AHUs +

Cost Savings relative to ASHRAE 90.1-2007 Baseline 32.0% 38.3% 39.9%
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With the baseline standards in place, the 
project team moved on to the impact that 
potential EPMs would make on Coty’s space 
performance. The model analyzed a range of 
EPMs in terms of three types of quantifiable 
results: cost estimates for energy efficiency 
measures; projected energy savings for each 
measure and for packages of complementary 
measures; and projected payback period, 
return on investment, and other key financial 
metrics.

Additionally, the project team facilitated the 
incentive process between Coty and the  
New York State Energy Research and 
Development Authority (NYSERDA) before 
final decisions were made, allowing the project 
to qualify for NYSERDA’s Commercial New 
Construction Program, using the custom 
approach to maximize incentive amounts from 
the installed energy saving measures.

The final incentive amounts were calculated 
as part of Coty’s agreement with NYSERDA, 
using the project’s energy model and adapted 
into a new energy model as required in 
NYSERDA’s program requirements. The energy 
model was also intended to be used for ongoing 
energy measurement and verification—all 
of which compound the value of the energy 
modeling process.

Many tenants pass up incentives due to the 
restricted list of approved consultants and the 
potentially rigorous documentation process. Many 
of the project team participants understood these 
difficulties and shared data points with NYSERDA 
to streamline the process to better meet the 
needs of the commercial office tenant market in 
future programs. Even without financial incentives, 
the process still allows the project stakeholders to 
make better decisions and provide tenants with a 
comprehensive economic case.

Reviewing Incremental Costs and Incentives

Reviewing Incremental Costs and Incentives

Recommended EPM13 Target Areat Incremental First Cost

High-Efficiency (LED) Lighting Lighting $80,000

Daylighting Lighting $15,000

Plug Load Controls Plug Load $31,500

VAV Air Handling Units HVAC $0

Low-Pressure Drop Air Handlers14 HVAC $19,200

Elimination of Noise Traps HVAC $8,000 Avoided Cost

Demand Controlled Ventilation (CO2 Control) HVAC $10,000

13. For a more detailed analysis, see Coty’s Space: The Preliminary Value Analysis, below.

14. This measure was ultimately not implemented.

Lesson Learned: Share Best Practices
Review available incentives and clarify points of contact, timing, and reporting requirements 
and limitations. Make the case for better approaches if improvements are possible and use the 
Energy Model Report Template to satisfy incentive and recognition programs as not to duplicate 

Using energy modeling and incremental costing 
information, the project team then performed a 
quantitative value analysis that determined the 
projected electricity cost savings annually and 
over the lease term; the resulting payback period; 

and the tenant’s return on investment. This 
analysis enabled them to package the energy 
performance measures to meet the three-to five-
year simple payback threshold desired by Coty 
and prescribed by ESRT’s lease.

Performing the Value Analysis
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Energy modeling and costing analysis 
determined the following six EPMs would offer 
the best value for Coty on Floors 16 and 17 while 
informing the decision making for the next phase 
of construction on floors 18 and 19. 

1. LED Lighting System: Install high-efficiency 
lighting (0.79 W/SF), 37% below ASHRAE 
allowable lighting levels.

2. Daylight Controls: Install daylighting sensors 
and photocells on the perimeter spaces to 
reduce lighting requirements when there is 
sufficient natural light.

3. VAV Air Handling Units: Will reduce the 
energy consumed by fans.

4. Demand Control Ventilation: Uses CO2 
sensors and logic to control outdoor air damper.

5. Eliminated Noise Traps on Air Handling 
Units: Reduces supply fan static by 
approximately 0.25” static pressure (SP).

6. Plug Load Reduction: Install ENERGY 
STAR® equipment.

Reviewing the Budget and Selecting the EPMs

Coty team leaders reviewed the data and 
made the final decision to move forward on 
the energy recommendations. The EPMs were 
all implemented on schedule and within the 
anticipated timeframe.

As one of the final phases of the process, 
measurement and verification (M&V) has been 
performed for Coty on Floors 16 and 17.

This formalized process shows whether the 
EPMs have the effect on energy consumption 
as projected. Often the M&V process is 
not utilized, as it is assumed the measures 
were installed and commissioned to work. 
However, for the Coty project, M&V was vital in 
demonstrating that the energy value analysis 
achieved the level of value promised.

Energy use projections are based on 
assumptions, and operations and behavior can 
alter design intent and projects. If the actual 

Building the Space

Developing a Post Occupancy Plan:  
The Measurement & Verification Process

Item
ID

Energy Efficiency
Measure

Annual
Electricity
Reduction (kWh)

Electricity
Reduction (%)

Annual
Electricity
Savings

Incremental
First Cost

Incremental Costing
Assumptions

Simple
Payback

B-1 ESB Upgrade:
Baseline

14,530 1.0% $2,514 $0 Immediate

L-1 LED Lighting 
System

159,566 11.3% $27,611 ($80,000) $0.50/SF; 160,000 SF office space 2.9 years

L-2 Daylight Controls 76,461 5.4% $13,231 ($15,000) $75/sensor; 50 sensors/floor 1.1 years

L-3 VAV Air Handling 
Units

226,566 16.1% $39,205 $0 No incremental cost above 
code-compliant constant air
volume units

Immediate

L-4 Demand Controlled
Ventilation

18,317 1.3% $3,170 ($10,000) $2,500/floor 3.2 years

P-1 Eliminated Noise 
Traps

9,958 0.7% $1,723 $8,000 $8,000 avoided cost Immediate

P-2 Plug Load
Reduction

40,317 2.9% $6,976 $0 No incremental cost for ENERGY 
STAR® Equipment

Immediate

X-1 Plug Load
Management

47,040 3.3% $8,140 ($31,500) $45/sensor; 1 sensor/occupant; 
700 peak occupancy

3.9 years

X-3 Low-Pressure
Drop Air Handlers

92,671 6.6% $16,036 ($19,200) $1,200/unit; 4 units/floor 1.2 years

Sub-meters ($80,000) $5,000/point; 4 points/floor light-
ing, plug, IR room)

Sub
Total

Package of
Measures

670,896 48.7% $116,092 ($227,700) 2.0 years

Coty’s Space: The Preliminary Value Analysis
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results diverge from the projected results, 
then something went wrong—savings were 
incorrectly calculated, or a piece of equipment 
was incorrectly programmed or not operated 
as intended, or a product did not perform to 
its specifications. Naturally, Coty wanted to be 
certain that the demonstration project yielded the 
projected ROI, and if the M&V process showed 
otherwise, the team would need to re-examine 
the analysis and implementation to account for 
the discrepancy between the simulated and 
measured results. 

The monitoring of Coty’s space took place 
for 10 days between November 29, 2014 and 
December 5, 2014. Integral Group collected 
actual tenant energy consumption data 
and calibrated the existing energy model to 
correspond to observed usage. 

Results showed that overall energy 
consumption for Floors 16 and 17 was 
underestimated by approximately 40% in 
the original energy model. Design power 
densities and peak HVAC energy were modeled 
accurately; however, plug load diversity 
schedules—particularly during unoccupied 
hours—and HVAC fan operating schedules 
result in higher-than-expected tenant electricity 
consumption. Higher baseline consumption 
resulted in an overall increase of energy savings 
as a result of the implemented EPMs—from 
186,832 kWh to 243,449 kWh.15 

 

Lighting 
Peak lighting power density was accurately 
predicted. Overnight and weekend usage, 

however, was slightly higher than expected, 
resulting in an overall increase of lighting power 
from the original model. It also predicted that 
lighting power would begin to drop dramatically 
as people leave the office at 6 p.m., falling to 
minimum levels at 11 p.m. Actual metered profile 
indicated lighting remains on until about 8 p.m. 
and does not reach minimum levels until 1 a.m.  

●● High-Efficiency Lighting Design: Due to the 
overall increase in baseline lighting power, savings 
were increased from original prediction by 10%.

●● Daylight Harvesting: The floor layout of 
the Empire State Building is well-suited for 
daylight harvesting due to its articulated 
façade. Daylighting was initially modeled 
very aggressively and before buildout was 
complete. Metering revealed a slight reduction 
in the daylight system utilization from initial 
prediction, evident by the decreased lighting 
power spikes after sunset.

 
HVAC 
Peak fan power demand originally modeled 
matched metered data. Observance of metered 
data, however, revealed no decrease in power 
during unoccupied hours, indicating that the air 
handlers and VAV boxes are currently operating 
24/7. Fan schedules have been adjusted 
accordingly, resulting in an overall increase in 
baseline HVAC energy and associated savings. 
Electric reheat energy is notoriously difficult to 
predict accurately using eQuest. The original 
model showed significant electric heat energy, 
which was not observed in metered data. It 

Coty’s Initial Energy Model versus the Calibrated Model after the M&V Process

15. A comparison summary of input parameters, total tenant energy consumption, and energy savings by EPM can be found 

in Appendix B.

 Original Model Calibrated Model

Occupancy Hours (Weekday) 7 a.m.–7 p.m. 7 a.m.–7 p.m.

Peak Office Plug Load Power Design (W/SF) 1.17 1.05

Peak Office Plug Load Power, Actual – Including Schedule Diversity (W/SF) 0.59 0.95

Peak Lighting Power (W/SF) 0.77 0.77

Minimum Lighting Power (W/SF) 0.04 0.08

Daylight Harvesting Controlled kW Fraction of Perimeter Lights 1 0.75

HVAC fan schedule hours 4 a.m.–9 p.m. 12 a.m.–12 a.m.

Peak IT Power (W/SF in IDF rooms) 5 5

Total Tenant Electricity Consumption (kWh) – Excluding Data Center 337,146 579,010
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is typical to design and install electric reheat 
coils in an office space such as Coty’s, but the 
perimeter radiator heating is often oversized and 
sufficient for providing the majority of required 
space heating. 

●● High Efficiency VAV HVAC: While peak HVAC 
power was predicted accurately, minimum 
levels (indicated by unoccupied usage) were 
underestimated. Minimum fan speed was 
adjusted from 15% to 30% (typical of VFD 
drives) to account for this.

●● Demand-Controlled Ventilation: DCV savings 
are a result of heating and cooling savings 
from the reduction in outdoor ventilation air. 
Since cooling and heating energy for ventilated 
spaces is provided by the building’s central 
plant, minimal impact was observed for tenant 
electric consumption.

●● Eliminated Noise Traps: The absence of 
noise traps from the HVAC design allowed 
for a total static pressure (SP) reduction of 
approximately 0.25 in water gauge (WG).  
Total fan SP was modeled at 4.61 in WG.

The  project team requested that Coty verify 
that air conditioning and ventilation is required 
during all hours. If air conditioning and ventilation 
are not required during all hours, the fan 

schedule should be adjusted to shut down during 
unoccupied hours. 
 
Plug Loads/Equipment 
Equipment power density varies by space 
type dramatically, with an overall floor density 
design of 1.17 W/SF. This value was found to 
be slightly overestimated from metered data, 
and system diversity was also observed to be 
overestimated. The original model assumed 
maximum plug load usage of 50% of max 
design, or 0.59 W/SF. Metered data shows 
design equipment density of approximately 1.05 
W/SF with a much higher utilization, peaking at 
90% of maximum, or 0.95 W/SF.

●● Plug Load Management (ENERGY STAR® 
Equipment): Purchasing high efficiency 
equipment with an ENERGY STAR® label was 
assumed to reduce equipment usage in office 
spaces and meeting rooms by 15%. Higher 
baseline energy use in these spaces results in 
overall increased savings. 

The project team noticed that overnight and 
weekend plug loads are slightly higher than normal, 
and the metered data showed no indication of 
NightWatchman Software or other occupancy-
based plug load controls were installed.

Ensuring the best possible environment for employees was a priority. Options that increase controllability 
and individual comfort were desirable. Photo by Timothy Schenck.
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Further 
Recommendations

It was recommended that Coty use ongoing energy management systems to ensure energy use 
is well managed. End-use sub-metering (lighting, plug, IT room, and HVAC loads) and a tenant 
energy management platform would keep the energy savings in line and provide feedback for 
ongoing commissioning and maintenance of the systems. 
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 Description Total Tenant Electricity  Tenant Electricity Reduction

# Name Total kWh Lighting kWh Equipment kWh HVAC kWh vs. Empire State 
Building Baseline

vs. ASHRAE 
Baseline (B-2)

B-1 Empire State Building Baseline 693,765 262,163 195,943 235,659 N/A N/A

B-2 ASHRAE-2007 Baseline 538,575 262,163 195,943 80,468 22.4% N/A

L-1 High-Efficiency Lighting Design 447,000 171,928 195,943 79,129 35.6% 17.0%

L-2 Daylight Harvesting 409,305 133,736 195,943 79,625 41.0% 24.0%

L-3 High-Efficiency VAV HVAC 374,877 133,736 195,943 45,197 46.0% 30.4%

L-4 Demand Controlled Ventilation 374,829 133,736 195,943 45,149 46.0% 30.4%

P-1 Eliminated Noise Traps 372,696 133,736 195,943 43,016 46.3% 30.8%

P-2  (Least 
Energy 
Reduction)

Plug Load Management - 
ENERGY STAR® Equipment

351,743 133,736 175,378 42,628 49.3% 34.7%

X-1 Plug Load Management -
Occupancy Sensor Strips

337,146 133,736 161,098 42,312 51.4% 37.4%

X-2  
(Moderate 
Energy 
Reduction)

Plug Load Management -
NightWatchman Software

317,745 133,736 142,032 41,977 54.2% 41.0%

X-3 (Signifi-
cant Energy 
Reduction)

Low-Velocity Air Handler 307,951 133,736 142,032 32,182 55.6% 42.8%

Incremental Savings vs Previous Run Run Percentage Savings 

B-1 Empire State Building Baseline N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A

B-2 ASHRAE-2007 Baseline 155,191 0 0 155,191 22.4% 28.8%

L-1 High-Efficiency Lighting Design 91,574 90,236 0 1,338 13.2% 17.0%

L-2 Daylight Harvesting 37,695 38,191 0 -496 5.4% 7.0%

L-3 High-Efficiency VAV HVAC 34,428 0 0 34,428 5.0% 6.4%

L-4 Demand Controlled Ventilation 48 0 0 48 0.0% 0.0%

P-1 Eliminated Noise Traps 2,133 0 0 2,133 0.3% 0.4%

P-2 (Least 
Energy 
Reduction)

Plug Load Management - 
ENERGY STAR® Equipment

20,953 0 20,565 388 3.0% 3.9%

X-1 Plug Load Management -
Occupancy Sensor Strips

14,596 0 14,280 316 2.1% 2.7%

X-2 (Moderate 
Energy 
Reduction)

Plug Load Management -
NightWatchman Software

19,401 0 19,065 336 2.8% 3.6%

X-3 (Signifi-
cant Energy 
Reduction)

Low-Velocity Air Handler 9,795 0 0 9,795 1.4% 1.8%

Appendix A: Original and Final Energy Model Results for Tenant Electricity

Original Model Results: Floors 16 and 17 Tenant Electricity (Excluding Data Center)
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Final Model Results: Floors 16 and 17 Tenant Electricity (Excluding Data Center)

 Description Total Tenant Electricity  Tenant Electricity Reduction

# Name Total kWh Lighting kWh Equipment kWh HVAC kWh  vs. Empire State 
Building Baseline

vs. ASHRAE 
Baseline (B-2)

B-1 Empire State Building Baseline 1,098,653 326,398 313,505 458,749 N/A N/A

B-2 ASHRAE-2007 Baseline 792,458 326,398 313,505 152,555 27.9% N/A

L-1 High-Efficiency Lighting Design 679,447 214,067 313,505 151,874 38.2% 14.3%

L-2 Daylight Harvesting 651,807 184,427 313,505 153,874 40.7% 17.7%

L-3 High-Efficiency VAV HVAC 589,345 184,427 313,505 91,413 46.4% 25.6%

L-4 Demand Controlled Ventilation 589,624 184,427 313,505 91,692 46.3% 25.6%

P-1 Eliminated Noise Traps 585,482 184,427 313,505 87,550 46.7% 26.1%

P-2 (Least 
Energy 
Reduction)

Plug Load Management - 
ENERGY STAR® Equipment

549,010 184,427 278,141 86,442 50.0% 30.7%

X-1 Plug Load Management -
Occupancy Sensor Strips

523,756 184,427 253,584 85,745 52.3% 33.9%

X-2  
(Moderate 
Energy 
Reduction)

Plug Load Management -
NightWatchman Software

482,274 184,427 212,651 85,196 56.1% 39.1%

X-3
(Significant 
Energy 
Reduction)

Low-Velocity Air Handler 463,316 184,427 212,651 66,238 57.8% 41.5%

Incremental Savings vs Previous Run Run Percentage Savings 

B-1 Empire State Building Baseline N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A

B-2 ASHRAE-2007 Baseline 306,194 0 0 306,194 27.9% 38.6%

L-1 High-Efficiency Lighting Design 113,011 112,331 0 681 10.3% 14.3%

L-2 Daylight Harvesting 27,641 29,641 0 -2,000 2.5% 3.5%

L-3 High-Efficiency VAV HVAC 62,462 0 0 62,462 5.7% 7.9%

L-4 Demand Controlled Ventilation -279 0 0 -279 0.0% 0.0%

P-1 Eliminated Noise Traps 4,142 0 0 4,142 0.4% 0.5%

P-2 (Least 
Energy 
Reduction)

Plug Load Management - 
ENERGY STAR® Equipment

36,472 0 35,364 1,108 3.3% 4.6%

X-1 Plug Load Management -
Occupancy Sensor Strips

25,254 0 24,557 696 2.3% 3.2%

X-2  
(Moderate 
Energy 
Reduction)

Plug Load Management -
NightWatchman Software

41,482 0 40,933 550 3.8% 5.2%

X-3 
(Significant 
Energy 
Reduction)

Low-Velocity Air Handler 18,958 0 0 18,958 1.7% 2.4%
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Energy Model Output by Package

  Original Model   Calibrated Model   

EPM Description Annual Tenant
Electricity
Savings (kWh)

Percent
Savings

Annual
Cost
Savings

Annual Tenant
Electricity
Savings (kWh)

Percent
Savings

Annual
Cost
Savings

B-2 ASHRAE-2007 Baseline N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A

L-1 High-Efficiency Lighting Design 91,574 kWh 17.0% $15,110 113,011 kWh 14.3% $18,647

L-2 Daylight Harvesting 37,695 kWh 7.0% $6,220 27,641 kWh 3.5% $4,561

L-3 High-Efficiency VAV HVAC 34,428 kWh 6.4% $5,681 62,462 kWh 7.9% $10,306

L-4 Demand Controlled Ventilation 48 kWh 0.0% $8 -279 kWh 0.0% ($46)

P-1 Eliminated Noise Traps 2,133 kWh 0.4% $352 4,142 kWh 0.5% $683

P-2 Plug Load Management - 
ENERGY STAR® Equipment 

20,953 kWh 3.9% $3,457 36,472 kWh 4.6% $6,018

X-1 Plug Load Management - 
Occupancy Sensor Strips

14,596 kWh 2.7% $3,457 25,254 kWh 3.2% $4,167

X-2 Plug Load Management - 
NightWatchman Software

19,401 kWh 3.6% $3,457 41,482 kWh 5.2% $6,845

X-3 Low-Velocity Air Handlers 9,795 kWh 1.8% $3,457 18,958 kWh 2.4% $3,128

Implemented Package Total  
(L-1 to P-2)

186,832 kWh 34.7% $3,457 243,449 kWh 30.7% $40,169

  Original Model   Calibrated Model   

EPM Description Annual Tenant
Electricity
Consumption 

Annual Tenant
Electricity
Savings vs. B-2

Percent
Savings

Annual Tenant
Electricity
Consumption

Annual Tenant
Electricity
Savings vs. B-2

Percent
Savings

B-2 ASHRAE-2007 Baseline 538,575 kWh N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A

L-1 to P-2 Least Energy Reduction Pack-
age (Implemented Package)

351,743 kWh 186,832 kWh 34.7% 549,010 kWh 243,449 kWh 30.7%

L-1 to X-2 Moderate Energy Reduction 
Package

317,745 kWh 220,829 kWh 41.0% 482,274 kWh 310,185 kWh 39.1%

L-1 to X-3 Significant Energy Reduction 
Package

307,951 kWh 230,624 kWh 42.8% 463,316 kWh 329,143 kWh 41.5%

Appendix B: Original and Final Energy Model Results for Tenant Electricity

Energy Model Output by Measure
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Interested in implementing the process? 
ULI provides tools such as technical resource guides, how-to documents, 
case studies, and other training materials. These materials can be found at: 
tenantenergy.uli.org.

Tenant Energy 
Optimization Program

For More Information 

About the Urban Land Institute
The mission of the Urban Land Institute is to provide leadership in the responsible use of land and 

in creating and sustaining thriving communities worldwide. Established in 1936, the Institute today 
has more than 39,000 members worldwide representing the entire spectrum of the land use and 
development disciplines. ULI relies heavily on the experience of its members. It is through member 
involvement and information resources that ULI has been able to set standards of excellence in 
development practice. The Institute has long been recognized as one of the world’s most respected 
and widely quoted sources of objective information on urban planning, growth, and development. 

About the Center for Sustainability
The ULI Center for Sustainability is dedicated to creating healthy, resilient, and high-

performance communities around the world. Through the work of ULI’s Greenprint Center 
for Building Performance, the ULI Urban Resilience Program, and other initiatives, the Center 
advances knowledge and catalyzes adoption of transformative market practices and policies that 
lead to improved energy performance and portfolio resilience while reducing risks caused by a 
changing climate.  
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Business School.
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